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New Chemistry Analyzers In Use

Thanks to the tremendous support from our
community, the new Chemistry Analyzers have
been funded and are in operation at Sault Area
Hospital's laboratory. After a year long
campaign, these amazing pieces of equipment
are currently analyzing blood samples and
helping physicians diagnose patients! Read
more also check out the January 2015 Impact
Report

March 30th - National Doctors' Day

This national holiday recognizes and shows
appreciation to our local physicians for their
dedication and work in our community. The
most meaningful recognition, however, comes
from the patients that benefit from their
care. Our Grateful Patient program is a great
way to thank any healthcare professional for
their support. Click here to make a donation
and we will send your doctor a card with your
personal thank you!
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Friends Forever

A monthly gift is the simplest
way to support healthcare in
our community. Consider
signing up today! Click Here

Bravery And Bracelets
Got A Fundraising
Opportunity?

We are always looking for
new opportunities to raise
funds to help purchase
equipment for patient care. If

Anastasia, a 19 year old Algoma University
student, has put together a fundraiser to help
purchase equipment for the Algoma District
Cancer Centre. Her efforts have helped raise
funds and spread the symbol of bravery to
the patients and families affected by cancer
in this community. Read More

Heart Of Gold Gala & Auction

The Heart of Gold Gala & Auction is presented by
Arauco. This elegant dinner and social is in
support of the cardiac services available to the
people of Sault Ste. Marie and Algoma District.
Come together to support this cause and help
ensure our local medical professionals have the
tools to provide excellence in care.
Click here for more info!

you have any ideas, send us
an Email!

Ski the Trails - a Huge
Success!

In it's fourth year, Ski the
Trails has set new records in
regards to money raised and
registered participants. Skiers
and snowshoers were met by
a beautiful day and excellent
conditions. Drs. Dopp and
Curran, co-chairs of the event
want to thank everyone for
their support and hope to
break even more records
in 2016.

What Are You Grateful For?

A cancer diagnosis affects not only yourself but
also your friends & family. You may feel scared,
uncertain or angry about the unwanted changes
cancer will bring to your life.
Darlene experienced just that but her story is
truly inspiring. Read more on page 2 of the
'Building a Bridge to the Future' newsletter.

Thank You For
Reading!

As spring arrives, we
prepare ourselves to enjoy
the bright sun, the warmer
air, the lush green grass &
the blossoming trees and
flowers.
Spring is a time to renew
hopes & opportunities.

Planning A Wedding?
May your life, too, be filled
with blessings and joy!

Happy Spring!

Jordan and Stefanie Law celebrated their
wedding last summer. They wanted to make a
gift to the charity that has helped battle the
diseases that have affected their family the
most. With this they also came up with an
excellent idea for any of the young couples out
there planning a wedding. For more information
regarding this growing trend among wedding
planners, Read more

Celebration Of Life Recognition Wall

This Recognition Wall, located on level 2 of the
Sault Area Hospital, acknowledges gifts made in
memory of a loved one to the Sault Area
Hospital Foundation. Hundreds of names
currently sit on the wall as a symbol,not only of
the love of their families, but of the support our
community has for this Hospital. Read more
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